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 In this paper we present the simulation and manipulation of teleoperation 
system for remote control of mobile robot using the Virtual Reality (VR). 
The objective of this work is to allow the operator to control and supervise a 
unicycle type mobile robot. In this research we followed three ways: The use 
of articulated robotic mobile on the Web, the design of remote environment 
for the experimentation using the network for the mobile robot and the 
architecture of control is proposed to facilitate the piloting of the robot. This 
work proposes a hardware and software architecture based on 
communication and information technologies to control the virtual robot to 
improve the control towards the remote robot. A path planning method is 
integrated to the remote control system. Results show the real possibilities 
offered by this manipulation, in order to follow a trajectory of the robot and 
to create applications with a distance access to facilities through networks 
like the Internet and wireless.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the technology of the remote control has evolved considerably because it must respond 
to the increasing need to the remote control various devices designed for use in specialized or general public 
applications. In this ways, we can design effective systems for teleoperation able to control complex robotic 
devices by using the new techniques of virtual reality and augmented reality. 

Robotics teleoperation systems are widely used in: industry, science, medicine, education, 
entertainment and military applications [1]. Successful applications of remotely controled mobile robots in 
different environments are presented in [2, 3, 4]. The teleportation of mobile robots is classified in three 
categories: exploration rovers, Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) and dangerous duty [5]. Exploration 
rovers are robots designed to remotely perform science tasks [6]. UGVs are used for tasks requiring remote 
navigation such as reconnaissance or surveillance [7]. Dangerous duty robots work in conditions which have 
extremely grave dangers [8, 9, 10]. The mostely used method for robot mobile teleoperation is the direct 
interface: the operator directs the robot with hand-controllers and watching video from cameras [11, 12]. A 
new control strategy for camera viewpoint positioning in teleoperation of mobile robots is presented in [13], 
the proposed method ensures that all important points for the remote control are included in thenvideo feed, 
this method was implemented and tested in teleoperation experiments with a mobile robot. 

In contrast to direct interfaces, the virtual reality provides an external perspective which allows the 
operator to drive/pilot the vehicle from the outside. VR technology [14, 15] has been used in industrial 
companies as well, especially in telerobotic virtual design and machining simulation system because they 
offer lower operating costs than the real situation [16, 17, 18, 19]. Virtual reality environment has long been 
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adopted as an effective way to address time delay problems in robot teleoperation system [20], and can 
surmount the influence of time delay in signal transmission by predictive display [21]. 

In term of supervisory control, In [22] Cooper et al. described how earth-based operators used the 
Rover Control Workstation to control the Sojourner rover on Mars. Nguyen et al. [23] described several 
virtual reality based interfaces for exploration, this virtual reality based interface concisely displays many 
data sets: stereo-vision based terrain, digital elevation map, and simulated descent images. 

There are many research articles emphasizing the importance of VR application at the remote 
control. An approach to designing a Virtual Robot for control system design is presented in [24], robotic 
Simulation Environment is introduced for testing and visualization of robotic algorithms, but the testing on 
an real robot is much longer and tedious process [25]. In the design, assembly and manufacturing area, there 
has been a lot of research and development and a numbers of software tools have been developed in this 
field. Liang et al.[26] developed an appropriate methodology with open architecture for real-time monitoring 
and remote control of networked mobile Robot and a new enabling technology to bring traditional robotic 
tools on-line with combined monitoring and control capability is presented to manipulate the wheeled mobile 
robot data and to carry out a variety of assembly functions. A distributed platform that allows the special 
group of user to control a gadget (possibly a robot) through internet as a medium is presented in [27], a fuzzy 
logic controller is used to control the robots motion along a predefined path with the necessary manipulation 
of the normal course. In [28] the position of robot by means of both force and visual feedbacks is controlled, 
a force feedback joystick is used to deliver collision details to operator hand and drive 2-DOF slave robot in 
Virtual Reality environment. 

In the term following a path many methods are developed [29, 30], These approachs are are not 
tested in the remote control with real implementation. Following these ideas, we are developing a system 
based on virtual environments, intended to facilitate the teleoperetion of a unicycle mobile robot. This system 
has not high-cost hardware requirement. A tele-robotic system basically consists of three main parts: the 
remote robot, the communication network and the user interface [31]. We use a unicycle mobile for the 
remote robot, the TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) and wireless for the 
communication network and the VR environment for the user interface. The objective of this work is to allow 
a user to teleoperate a unicycle mobile through an intuitive human-machine interface using virtual reality as 
tool assistance the perception of the distant site, the Internet network as a transmission support and the 
wireless network between the server and the robot. In this work the interface provide tools to make a task 
easier and mechanisms for the operator and the robot to exchange information at different levels of detail or 
abstraction and to verify the robot in Virtual Reality and the wireless remote control. An additional objective 
is to integrate a path planning method to the remote control system, the method is tested in real unicycle 
robot mobile. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, software design and Architecture of 
the system is described with the different modules constituting our system. The hardware architecture of the 
tele-robotic system is presented in section 3. The effectiveness of the proposed following a trajectory method 
of the robot is verified and presented in section 4. Finally, section 4 contains some concluding remarks. 
 
 
2. SOFTWARE DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE 

The software architecture of the proposed station is based on modules, communicating between 
them using the request message. To guarantee the operator safety, the robot control is achieved out remotely 
via network communications so the client server connection is established using data frames transmitted via 
instant network communications protocols. The algorithm presented in the Figure 1 is used for verify the ip 
(Internet Protocol) address and the port of the server client connection.  
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Figure 1. The Server/Client connection 
 
 

2.1. The Server Station 
The communication TCP/IP module allows the user to control the robot while letting download the 

graphic interface and to send orders, and the Wireless Network Protocol is used to connecting the mobile 
robot with the sever station as see in Figure 2, the server is targeted mainly for battery-powered applications 
where low data rate, low cost, and long battery life are main requirements. 

To follow the evaluation of virtual robot we use a VR environment to guarantee operability and 
safety. The virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is a file format for describing interactive 3D objects 
(The Virtual Robot 3d Model), having the character of being simple to use, open and interactive which make 
it a powerful tool for setting up the Web-based-simulating systems [32, 33, 34]. Its has a strong ability for 
graphics display and good Web running. To visualize to real moving of the robot with a visual feedback, a 
camera is added. 

The Server Station is composed of principal processes as see in Figure 2 : 
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Figure 2. The software architecture of the system 
 
 
2.1.1. The Forward Kinematics of the Mobile Robot 

In this work we use a model for the unicycle type mobile robot as see in Figure 3. The configuration 
of the robot mobile in the workspace can be completely defined by three parameters x, y and . L is the 
distance between wheels.  is the angular velocity of the robot around the Instantaneous Center of Rotation 
(ICR). Respectively vr and vl are velocities of the right and left wheel, and r, l are angular velocities of the 
right and left wheel. r is wheel radius. From the Figure 3, the linear velocity v is given by: 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Parameters of the unicycle-like mobile robot 
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2 2
 (1) 

 
And the angular velocity of the robot is given by: 
 

 (2) 

 
This kinematic model can be described by the following equations [35]: 
 

cos
sin  (3) 

 
The nonholonomic constraint that the driving wheels purely roll and do not slip must be respected, the robot 
cannot move in lateral direction to its wheels, which is: 
 

sin cos 0         (4) 
 
2.1.2. Following a Trajectory of the Robot 

For path following, effective algorithm is proposed for trajectory tracking the goal position 
x*(t)y*(t), the robot try to maintain a certain distance d*, the error between robot position and goal position 
can be calculated as follows: 
 

∗ ∗        (5) 
 
we use proportional integral (PI) controller to control the robot’s velocity 
 

∗          (6) 
 
and the angle * can be expressed as follows: 
 

∗ tan
∗

∗  (7) 

 
The path planning model of the robot is shown in Figure 4, in this model, the kinematic model of a unicycle 
type robot is used to turn the steering wheel.  and v are the inputs of the robot and the output  is the current 
turning angle of the robot. 
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Figure 4. Following a trajectory model of the robot 
 
 
2.1.3. The Inverse Kinematics of the Robot Mobile 

The position of the center of mass in respect to turn angles of each one of the robot’s wheels is 
determined with the direct kinematic model, the direct kinematic model of the mobile robot is expressed as: 
 

sin
2

sin
2

sin
2

sin
2

2

 (8) 

 
The inverse kinematics is to determine the angular velocity of each wheel, given the position and the 

orientation of the mobile robot. The inverse kinematics can be written form as follows [36]. 
 

2
2

2
2

 (9) 

 
2.1.4. Dual PID Control 

The PID Control block should be used to control the speed two wheels of the differentially driven 
vehicle robot which are driven by two separate DC motors, Finding out the values of these gains requires a 
certain PID controller design procedure by taking the transfer function of each motor under consideration. 
Several methods are available in literature for PID controller design, for example Ziegler-Nichols tuning 
rules, Optimization by Performance Index Reduction (ITAE), root locus and frequency-response methods 
[37, 38] etc. 

The inputs of dual PID Control are two actuating error signals 1 and 2, which can be generated by 
the two summing junctions which compare the desired and actual (feedback) angular velocities of the two 
wheel shafts of the robot. The outputs (Pulse Width Modulation) PWM 1 and PWM 2 are two control signals 
for two separately operating PMDC (Permanent Magnet DC) motors as show in Figure 5. Some intelligent 
methods for Position Control of DC Motor that can be added in this system are proposed in [39]. 
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3. THE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OF THE TELE-ROBOTIC SYSTEM 
The station of Remote control is composed of two principal parts: 

 An application developed on a station connected to the robot called Application Server which is used as 
intermediary between the client and the robot, it reflects the received instructions of the server into 
understandable instructions by the robot. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Control of DC motors 
 
 
 Applets constituting the client using by the operator and will be the tool for the tele-operation of robot 

called Application Client. Three types of data flows are considered: High-level commands, visual 
feedback data and real-time motion control data. 

The role of the Server is to receive the data coming from the client website and to transmit them to 
the robots to realize precise task using the Wireless Networking Protocol as see in Figure 6. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The Tele-robotic system 
 
 
We use in this project a camera PixeLINK PL-B762F, The camera specifications are: 
 Resolution: 752 480. 
 Sensor type: CMOS. 
 FPS at full resolution: 60 
 Interface: Firewire. 
The experimental study was realized using a PC with the following material configuration 
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 Intel Core 2 Quad @ 2.4GHz. 
 4GB RAM. 
 Ethernet Network Device : RTL8101E Family PCI-E Fast Ethernet NIC. 
 Wireless Network Device : Realtek RTL8187B Wireless 802.11g 54Mbps. 

The system of the remote control allows a high degree of real-time interaction with a robotic system 
using VR environment to guarantee operability and safety. In this work, a design of two-wheeled mobile 
robot controlled by PC through wireless sensor network is suggested. 

 
3.1. Description of The Two-Wheeled Mobile Robot 

The developed a unicycle type mobile robot is produced with a form square as see in Figure 7 with 
two driving wheels on the same axis, and a wheel of insane the back. The weight is an important factor for 
our application because it plays the role of a resistive torque for the two motors. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The Unicycle Mobile Robot 
 
 
The robot is controlled by two DC motors, one for each wheel, where on board logic calculates 

reference wheel speeds and by the use of signals obtained from encoders. The frame having following 
dimensions in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. The dimensions of the mobile robot 
Radius of the wheel (cm) 7.5 

The distance between wheels (cm) 32 
The total weight (kg) 1.650 

 
 
The mobile robot specifications are: 
 Two (02) DC Motors 251RPMw/Encoder 12V. 
 2A Dual Motor Controller. 
 Arduino “Uno” (Rev 3). 
 Arduino Wi-Fi Shield allows an Arduino board to connect to the Server using the 802.11 wireless 

specification (WiFi). 
 

 
4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

We present now, experimental results, the experimental system of tele-control has been presented; it 
is about a system of tele-operation whose design and implementation are based on the techniques of virtual 
reality and on the exploitation of technical communication networks. The remote control system allows a 
human operator to supervise and command the robot via the Internet networks and Wireless Networking 
Protocol. The station was developed at Laboratory of Power Systems, Solar Energy and Automation 
L.E.P.E.S.A, University of sciences and technology of Oran, Oran, Algeria. 

The computer is connected to an Internet network via an Ethernet network interface. The robot is 
wirelessly connected to its server PC with Arduino Wi-Fi Shield module, these modules can communicate 
point to point, from one point to a PC, or in a mesh network. The role of Arduino Wi-Fi Shield is to transmit 
data to the systems using the Wireless network protocol. 
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4.1. Description of the Human/Robot Tele-Robotic Interface 
In order for robot tele-operation to perform well, the human-robot interface must be as efficient and 

as capable as possible. The interface provides tools to perceive the remote environment, to make decisions, 
and to generate commands. The operator is in a remote website with a machine connected to the Internet, The 
developed interface graphic provides the following features: 
1. The control of robot. 
2. The Animation of the Virtual robot. 
3. The change of point view of the scene. 
A 3D virtual model simulating the remote system robot allows viewing in real time the realization of its task 
(Figure 8).  Figure 9 show the human/robot tele-robotic interface, the role of this interface is to enable the 
exchange of information 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. The 3D model of the robot 
 
 
with the server and to follow the evolution of robots in the workspace. This interface provides all the 
necessary tools to ensure the control of the remote robot and to supervise the mobile robot with a console for 
the following the movement of the robot in its real and virtual workspace, these results show, as it might be 
expected, that it is more effective to control the robot by exploiting the control interface rather than 
controlling the robot manually. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The 3D model of the robot 
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(a) Comparison between 
reference and real trajectory (line) 

(b) The orientation  of the robot (c) The linear velocity v of the 
robot 

 
Figure 10. Following a line 

 
 

 
(a) Comparison between 

reference and real trajectory 
(Path) 

 
(b) The orientation  of the robot 

 
(c) The linear velocity v of the 

robot 

 
Figure 11. Following a Path 

 
4.2. Robot Trajectory 

We present now, experimental results and a detailed evaluation of different trajectories, and we 
compared the reference and real trajectories in the x-y plane. The robot positions are measured via a camera 
PixeLINK PL-B762F whose frame rate is 60 images per second. The control is sent to the robot via wireless 
communication. In the Figure 10 (a), the task for a mobile robot is to follow a line on the plane (x,y). We 
carried out the experiment with the initial pose P0(x, y, ) = (0; 4; 28:64), the robot starts at the origin but 
catches up to, and follows the moving goal. The orientation  and the linear velocity v of the robot are given 
in Figures 10 (b) and 10 (c), respectively. It can be observed that  and v are stabilized when the robot 
follows the reference trajectory. 

Instead of a straight line we might wish to follow a path that is defined more generally as some 
locus on the x-y plane. The results are illustrated in Figures 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c). The orientation  varies 
between 0.8 rad/s to 0.8 rad/s. The linear velocity demand picks up smoothly and converges to a steady state 
value at the desired following distance, we notice that the translation of the two trajectories has roughly the 
same aspect except. The results proved the effectiveness of this system. Finally, this evaluation determines 
the most important performance criterion which is the accuracy. 

 
4.3. Discussion 

This work, a teleoperation system is developed using RV environment. The major issue of our 
application is ensuring the remote control of the mobile robot and integrating a path planning method in this 
system. 

In Table 2, we compare different existing reasearch results, previous published papers on remote 
control used the VR application with a hybrid architecture of Web browser/server and client/server [26], 
these approachs are not tested with a path planning methods. Some authors were interested in simulation 
environment for testing of robotic algorithms without the use real implementation, simultaneous force and 
vision feedback to operate the robot after collision is added in [28], this research fails to present real 
implementation cases. 
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A path planning method based on augmented reality (AR) interface with other manipulation system 
is pro posed in [30], the method is not tested in the remote control. Following these ideas, we tested a path 
planning method based on RV environment with real mobile robot, our system shows the real advantage of 
implementing this method for the remote control. 
 
 

Table 2. Comparative study among different systems 
Ref and Year Augmented Reality Virtual Reality Path Planing Real Implementation Remote Control 
[26] (2013)      
[28] (2014)      
[29] (2011)      
[30] (2014)      

 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented an VR system intended to remote control of unicycle robot through an 
intuitive interface multimode human-machine. We tried to achieve this primary goal to provide a control 
system for the supervision and the following the evolution of real robot via the Internet and wireless network. 
The application requires the accuracy, for this purpose, we performed a comparative study of trajectories 
(reference and real) and we evaluated the performances of the system by using the forward, the inverse 
kinematics of the mobile robot and the 3D model. The analysis of results shows the performance of the 
system in term of accuracy, stability and convergence. The remote system offers several advantages, and 
allows an operator to oversee the execution of the tasks it performs. It also allows him to control the robot 
directly from their 3D model, thus facilitating the prediction of all sorts of operations that could affect the 
robot or the environment itself. It also offers the advantage of being able to run from any machine connected 
to the Internet. 

In the near future, we intend to improve the system by using the augmented reality. This work can 
be applied to remote manipulation, remote manufacturing, entertainment, education and training. It is 
important to consider dynamic characteristics of mobile robot, which can be a reason of unexpected behavior 
of the robot when switching between control modes happens. For example, mobile robot cant be stopped at 
the same moment when switching happens due to inertia. 
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